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This paper proposes a new numerical method with stepnumber k=5 for solving 
third order initial value problems of ordinary differential equations directly. 
Interpolation and collocation technique is applied in developing the method 
where power series approximate solution is used as a basis function and its 
third derivative as a collocation equation. The new method developed 
possesses the following properties namely zero–stability, consistency, 
convergence and having order six for the main method. The application of the 
method to some third order initial value problems confirmed its superiority 
over the existing method when compared in terms of error. 
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In this paper, the third initial value problems of the form 
 000000 )(,)(,)(),,,,( yxyyxyyxyyyyxfy          (1) 
is considered. The usual conventional method of solving higher order initial value 
problems by reducing to its equivalent system of first order ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs) was found to have some setbacks which include the difficulty in 
writing the computer code and burden of computing which affects the accuracy of the 
method in terms of error (Awoyemi, 1992).Direct methods of solving (1) were 
developed to overcome the challenges in reduction method, and one of these is 
predictor–corrector method which approximates the numerical solution of ODEs at 
one point at a time. 
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Subsequently, block predictor-corrector methods were proposed to enhance the 
former method by approximating the numerical solution of ODEs at several points at 
the same time. Scholars have applied methods developed via this approach to initial 
value problems and the numerical results generated proved the efficiency of the 
method in terms of accuracy. Some researchers like Adesanya, et al. (2012) and 
Odekunle, et al. (2014) to mention a few developed block predictor-corrector methods 
for direct solution of second order initial value problems of ordinary differential 
equations with a few concentration on third order initial value problems. 
This article proposes the block predictor-block corrector method with stepnumber k=5 
for direct solution of third order initial value problem of the form (1). 
 
 
Derivation of the Block Predictor 











j xaxy         (2) 
is considered as an approximate solution to (1). Where k =5 is the stepnumber. 










j xajjjy         (3) 
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The values of a’s in (4) is derived by Gaussian elimination method which are 






































































































































         
(6) 
 



























































































The first and second derivatives of (6) are evaluated at all the points within the 
specified interval, i.e. t = -4, -3, -2, -1, 0 and 1. This yields the derivatives of (7). 
Equation (7) and its derivatives at points 
n
x are then combined in a matrix to produce 








































































































       
(8) 
 








































































































































































































Derivation of the Block Corrector 
In developing the block corrector, equation (2) is interpolated at 4,1,0,   ixx in  and 




. The same procedure in Section 2 is adopted and 
this gives the block and its derivatives as follows 

























































































































































































































































      
(12) 


































































































Properties of the Block Corrector 
Order of the Block Corrector 
The method proposed by Lambert (1973) is applied in finding the order of the block 
(11) whereby y and f functions are expanded in Taylor series about x .This gives the 




















Zero Stability of the Method 
A block method (11) is said to be zero-stable if the first characteristic polynomial
0][det)( 10  ArAr satisfying 1r  and for 1r  the multiplicity must not 
exceed the order of differential equation considered. 

































Thus, 1,0,0,0,0r . Hence our method is zero-stable. The new method (11) is 
consistent because the order is greater than one. Furthermore, the developed method is 
convergent since it is consistent and zero stable as defined by Henrici (1962). 
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Numerical Experiment 
In order to examine the accuracy of the new method, the following third order initial 









Theoretical solution: xexxy  222)(  
 
        Table 1: Comparing the new method with Olabode (2009) 
 





0.1 3.125170918075647700 3.125170918079017000 3.369305E-12 9.24352E-10 
0.2 3.301402758160169700 3.301402758181770200 2.160050E-11 8.3983E-10 
0.3 3.529858807576003300 3.529858807629335800 5.333245E-11 4.23997E-10 
0.4 3.811824697641270600 3.811824697741157000 9.988632E-11 3.58729E-10 
0.5 4.148721270700128200 4.148721270860027000 1.598988E-10 2.99872E-10 
0.6 4.542118800390508900 4.542118800641649300 2.511404E-10 3.90509E-10 
0.7 4.993752707470476600 4.993752707866625500 3.961489E-10 1.47048E-09 
0.8 5.505540928492468600 5.505540929085150900 5.926823E-10 2.49247E-09 
0.9 6.079603111156950000 6.079603111999866800 8.429168E-10 0.15695E-09 
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Table 2: Comparing the new method with Olabode (2009) 
 





0.1 0.990012495834077020 0.990012495834077360 3.330669E-16 1.65922E-10 
0.2 0.960199733523725120 0.960199733523724900 2.220446E-16 4.76275E-10 
0.3 0.911009467376818090 0.911009467376818090 0.000000E+00 6.23182E-10 
0.4 0.843182982008655380 0.843182982008655270 1.110223E-16 19.9134E-10 
0.5 0.757747685671118280 0.757747685671118280 0.000000E+00 3.28882E-10 
0.6 0.656006844729035250 0.656006844729035030 2.220446E-16 1.27096E-09 
0.7 0.539526561853465480 0.539526561853465370 1.110223E-16 4.84653E-09 
0.8 0.410120128041496110 0.410120128041496280 1.665335E-16 1.09585E-08 
0.9 0.269829904811992980 0.269829904811993150 1.665335E-16 2.0188E-08 
1.0 0.120906917604418850 0.120906917604418710 1.387779E-16 3.53956E-08 
 
Conclusion 
A block predictor-block corrector of order six for solving third order initial value 
problems has been developed via interpolation and collocation approach in this paper. 
The numerical results generated when the new method was applied to third order 
ODEs are better than existing method of the same stepnumber k = 5 and these are 
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